FIRST SELECTMAN’S CORNER

The Tropical Storm ISAIS has blown thru and caused havoc with trees and power lines. We had pretty good gusts of wind up to 65 MPH, so it isn’t a surprise that some trees fell over.

Power was restored north of Bozrah Street Extension by opening the recloser. Today the BL&P crews are out patrolling the power lines from Bishop Road to Bozrah Street Extension to look for trees touching the power lines. These should be cleared by this afternoon or early tonight and the power restored.

South of Bishop Road and the Route 82 business district would be next on the list and should be cleared by tomorrow morning with power restoration after that.

Scott Hill road is affected pretty badly, there was a tree that impacted the power lines and parted a telephone/cable line.

There will be some customers cut off longer due to damage to the lines or poles, but they are working diligently to repair the damage.

There is a lot of debris on the road and the town crew is out chipping the larger stuff and stacking large wood on the side of the road. Every bit helps, so if you have a leaf blower and want to clear some leaves and debris off the road please chip in and we will get thru this.
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